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WIDE RECEIVER 
 

TIER ONE  

Calvin Johnson Won’t have 1900 yards receiving, but will score more than 5 times 

Dez Bryant Confident he tops last season’s numbers (92 receptions, 1382 yds.) 

Brandon Marshall ↓Some reports that his hip is an issue; still score 10+ TDs 

A.J. Green Those who think he is overvalued (ADP 16) are wrong 

Demaryius Thomas Don’t be scared by presence of Welker/Decker; he’s too good  

Larry Fitzgerald Big year w/Palmer at QB instead of Skelton, Kolb, et al. 

  

TIER TWO  

Andre Johnson Has one big year left if he stays healthy 

Julio Jones Third year breakout – tops last year’s production (79/1198) 

Vincent Jackson Good rapport with Freeman  

Roddy White Jones is better but White will still get his 

Randall Cobb GB finds ways to get him the ball; guaranteed touches is valuable 

Victor Cruz Draft stock may fall due to preseason injury, take advantage 

  

TIER THREE  

DeSean Jackson ↑Health issues, but only WR in Philly; Kelly will get him the ball 

Reggie Wayne Slight regression from last season, but still go to guy for Luck 

Danny Amendola Not Welker, but will be PPR monster if stays healthy 

Eric Decker ↑Underrated b/c of presence of Welker; big red zone presence 

Marques Colston Still Brees’s number one; still a powerful offense 

TY Hilton ↑Too good not to pass DHB on depth chart soon 

Golden Tate Third year breakout; he will be Percy Harvin-lite 

Torrey Smith No more Boldin, but still may not be high reception guy 

Steve Smith Newton will throw to him a lot 

Jordy Nelson Best WR in Green Bay, falling in drafts due to injury concerns 

James Jones Red zone threat; could score 12 TD but not high reception guy 

Wes Welker Not as high on him as others are; just don’t see volume of passes 

Mike Wallace Scared a little about new offense, but actually believe in Tannehill 

Hakeem Nicks Could be huge steal if he stays healthy; skills to be WR1 

Dwayne Bowe Alex Smith petrifies me, but they will have to throw at some point 

  

TIER FOUR  

Cecil Shorts Would be so much higher if Gabbert wasn’t the QB 

Antonio Brown Steelers will throw, but actually think Sanders has better year 

Tavon Austin ↓Probably don’t touch – rookie being drafted way too high 

Greg Jennings New team coming off poor year; still being drafted too high 

Kenbrell Thompkins ↑Looks great in preseason – Brady threw to him a lot 

Steve Johnson Neither Kolb, Manual, or Tuel inspire confidence 

Emmanuel Sanders ↑See note above; believe he breaks out 

  

TIER FIVE  

Anquan Boldin Can’t separate, but reliable and goes up and gets it 

Pierre Garcon ↑He and RGIII need to stay healthy 

Chris Givens ↑Could be big second year if Bradford takes that elsuive step 

Josh Gordon Suspended first two games but high upside in Turner’s offense  
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Kenny Britt Great talent, too many injury concerns and erratic QB play 

Miles Austin Will be solid but not spectacular flex play; similar to 2010 season 

Mike Williams Not much upside unless injury to Jackson; consistent though 

Denarius Moore ↓Very inconsistent; no quarterback to throw it to him 

  

TIER SIX  

Michael Floyd ↑Only second year but pedigree to take big leap w/Palmer  

Vincent Brown Off the radar due to lost 2012 season; third year guy 

Lance Moore Will be ol’ reliable, but better real-life WR than fantasy 

Justin Blackmon Very talented, very stupid; may be a waste of a pick 

Ryan Broyles PPR relevant if knees OK; showed flashes last year 

Malcolm Floyd Injury scare in preseason; never big receptions guy 

Rueben Randle Potential if Nix gets hurt again 

DeAndre Hopkins  My favorite rookie WR; two WRs can be relevant in Houston 

Kendall Wright Second year speedster; may be valuable if team ensures touches 

Cordarrelle Patterson Will probably have a better year than Jennings; Ponder scares me 

Sidney Rice Not much left in the tank; really no upside to this pick 

Leonard Hankerson Either he or Aldrick Robinson will be flex worthy at points 

  

TIER SEVEN  

Ashon Jeffrey Not as high on him as others, still the B. Marshall show in CHI 

Greg Little Stone hands, but Weeden needs to throw to someone  

Kenny Stills We’ve seen WR3 in NO become legit fantasy contributors before 

Brian Hartline Not as good as numbers suggest 

Robert Woods Would be more excited if there was a QB who could throw 

Aaron Dobson Appears to have fallen behind in quest to win Brady’s trust 

Brian Quick Lots of hype due to high pick in 2012, but has not shown much 

Riley Cooper Second WR in Philly, so there is a chance 

Jeremy Kerley Best of the mediocre WR for NYJ, may catch 65 passes 

Aldrick Robinson Homerun hitting ability, may be relevant later in season 

Santonio Holmes May never play this year and don’t trust him if he does 

Julian Edelman Not much value initially but will benefit if (when?) Amendola hurt 

Nate Washington Three pretty decent WRs in TENN, no sign of Locker being good 

Andre Roberts Everyone assumes Floyd takes step, but Roberts could be the one  

Santana Moss Days of productive fantasy WR are over 

Jacoby Jones Great return man; really not a receiver who can be relied on 

Darius Heyward-Bay The “starter” by name, but would rather have Hilton 

Brandon LaFell Took big step backwards last season; shocked if over 35 receptions 

Keenan Allen Probably not even work a late round look due to QB issues 

Rod Streater Raiders offense Is a mess, but will have better year than Moore 

Stephen Hill Great raw talent but cannot really catch and no QB 

Jarius Wright Showed flashes last season but ultimately no better than third WR 

Mohamed Sanu Good red zone target but consistency may not be there.   

  

TIER EIGHT  

Nate Burleson How he still has a roster spot is amazing 

Keenan Allen Don’t see contributing barring multiple injuries 

Donnie Avery Best days are long gone 
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Brandon Gibson May get more looks in slot with Keller injured, still not worth look 

Jason Avant Even with Maclin injury, don’t expect him to put up big numbers 

Doug Baldwin Even with Harvin injury, likely won’t get a lot of looks 

Markus Wheaton Talented rookie but would need injury to be relevant 

Percy Harvin Cannot recommend drafting due to uncertainty with injury 

Dexter McCluster Not even worth a flyer in that offense 

Ace Sanders A lot of talk about how good he looks, but is stuck in JAC 

Andrew Hawkins May have a good game here or there, but cannot count on him 

Harry Douglas Has some talent but also has two top-10 WRs in front of him 

Austin Collie Looks like he won’t make the SF roster 

 


